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365
“You're gonna wake everyone...!”

A manga about stuff that may or may not have occurred on the second night of their camping trip.

The stories in this book are basically about situations that weren't really touched upon in the original. The contents are pretty much the limit of what I could come up with.
We're done putting all the futons out~!

Don't tell me we're sleeping side-by-side again.

It's more fun to sleep together with every-nyan~

Meh, I don't really care either way.

Beep boop

Updating her blog
Maki-chan

Save me the futon beside yours!

I wonder how she'd react if I replied with "Why~?"
Eeeeeek......!!

Hey girls, Maki-chan's claimed the spot next to Nico-chan! Don't take it, okay?

Huh? What's wrong? You moron!

What the heck are you saying?!!

W... Wait!
I... It's not like...

L... want...

Wh... I guess that's why you prefer private rooms huh Maki-chan?

Too bad we're in three groups of three...

Did you wanna be alone with her?

Y... You're an idiot!!

Nicocchi!

Ahh! Ma-
Wh... Why the heck. Did you do that?

Gahh!

I already was!! I was just about to go after her!!

Hurry up and go after her, Nicocchi!!
What the heck. Jeez.

M-. Maki-chaaan! It's me, Nico-. I'd really love to see your face, y'know~

The door's unlocked.
Jeez, Maki-chan. You're so awkward when dealing with other people.

What?

You're an idiot.

When you want something sooo mucuuuch, it's not easy to hide it from everyone, y'know?

I knoowww you just loooove me, Moki.

It's not like I'd prefer for you to not sleep next to me, but...

I wouldn't mind if I was beside Rin or Hanayo or anyone really.

An id—?!
Hey, you're really close...

Just say what you're really thinking already!

"I, Maki-sama, shall take the spot beside her!" Or something...

"Because I love Nico-chan~"

No, really, Nico-chan...

You're too close.

Then what was with that text you sent me?
Welcome back~

Oh!

Huh? Ahh it's no big deal.

Sorry about that Maki-chan.
Yo, seriously, why did you even hit me...?

I'm sorry for hitting you, Nisacchi.

It looks like Maki-chan is a lot happier now, too.

Thanks To you.
Yeah, I guess.

Stop that, Nico! You're making dust go everywhere!

Nicoche!

Just kidding.

WHAT?!

You've... Got some red hair on you.

It's in your hair.
You idiot, Nicororo.

What?!

just so I could sleep beside her?

Why did I have to go through all that.
We're already awake.

Him: not!

You're gonna wake everyone...!

Ah! Wait.

Don't do that.

Take this, you brat!

So what was the point of all that then?!!
“Nico is cute, ka ki ku ke ko!”

.......... 

... Ah!

Rin-chan was really cute in episode 5 (season 2)!!
Nobody's here yet. Huh?
Got a problem?
gets to sit at the head of the table
Right here
Seriously, a little pipsqueak like that

Pfft.
It's kinda funny when you think about it.

wait, what the heck am I doing?!
Dammit, Nico-chan
I'm bored.

I guess. There's no point watching the club room while they're out.

Besides. Why couldn't everyone go shopping together?

What do you expect me to say?

Why do you not care?!

Oh, nooo!

Ah. This model looks a little like Nico-chan.

She's a grade schooler, though...
Maki-chan's gonna get eaten by me~

Oh noooo~

Why is she randomly doing something adorable?!! Is that nice cracker supposed to be me?!

What...?

"S-Stop that!"

Imitating her...

Time to chow down on Maki-chaan!

Heheh.

Looking triumphant for some reason
W-What...?! Are you mad...?!

Wh... What the heck...

No, seriously, what?!!

TL Note: Wrapped is pronounced “Mak”
What do you take me for!?

I thought you were our mascot.

Nico
Nico
Smile
What are you talking about?

I should get rid of this before someone sees me this time.
Ehh~
That sounds really suspicious~
What were you doing in here by yourself, Maki-chan~?

N-Nothing!

Huh?! W-W-W-W
What are you saying...?

You didn't do anything to my chair, did you~?

Why would I do something like that?! I don't get you!
Sure.

? Uh, okay I guess.

Okay! Repeat after me.

I'm going to lead us in the vocal exercises today.

Will this be okay, I wonder?

Water striders are red! A I U E O!

Water striders are red, a i u e o!

*Please see the TL note on page 59 for an extended explanation of what's going on here.

Nico is cute, ka ki ku ke ko...

Nico is cute, ka ki ku ke ko!
I love-love
Nico-chan,
You're too quiet~!
sa shi su
se so!

Hold on
Nico.

I love-love
Nico-chan...!

I'm not
going to say any
more!!

I adore
dasuke
Nico,
ta chi tsu
te to!
It seems like I'll be able to do whatever I want without being seen today.
"Whatever I want"?
What the hell...

Why am I being so paranoid...

knock

M- Maki-chaaan
Can I come in nyaaacu?
“Jeez, Maki-chan! Jeez, Maki-chan!
Jeez, Maki-chan!”

I tried to throw Umu-chan into the mix with this work, but I failed.
I couldn’t fit her in anywhere but the punch line.

I’ve drawn a lot of NicoMaki where they’re not often physically together.
This story is no exception.
Makichaan!

Ehhh?! Again?!

I can’t! I’ve got something to do first.

Hurry up, let’s go to the clubroom nyaa!

You have too many things you need to do Makichaan! You’re always doing stuff nowadays!

C’mon Ririochan! Let’s go.
Jeez, Maki-chan, are you by yourself again? Are you being left out? You poor thing~

Who knows! And besides, Nico-chan, what are you doing down here in the first years' classrooms? Don't you have any friends?

S---- Shut up! Nazomi and Eli always have to go to the student council room...

And whose fault do you think that is?

Huh? Whose? Yeah, who?
Is that Maki? Why is she at the third years' classrooms?

Is she looking for something?
Wh-What is she doing?

Nico-chan is acting really suspicious right now.

Goddammit

Why isn't she here?! I'm at the third year's classrooms!!

I'm at the first year's classrooms!!
Come eat with us~! Are you going to lunch?

Ahh~! Nico-chaan!

Maki-chan sometimes goes off to eat by herself. So she’s probably in the courtyard, I guess?

Where’s Maki-chan?

Sure, I guess. I was just going to eat in the clubroom.

Eh? With Nico-chan?

Hmm~?
...The next day.

...Hmmm.

Yeah! We had lunch together in the clubroom!

Where did you go, Maki-chan?

She's not here!!
Alright, time to stop being a loser and start eating lunch.

I've just wasted my time looking for Nico-chan.

Good grief.
Why are you on the rooftop? Isn't it cold up here?

She's here...?

What about you, Maki-chan? I've got a super important reason for being here!

What the heck?

T-- Tests are coming up, and... Nazomi will...

Anyway...

Jeez. Maki-chan. As always, you're by yourself again, huh?

It's really quiet up here on the rooftop around this time of year.

Who cares! I just like to eat by myself!
I bet you've been searching for me all this time~

What? Of course I wasn't! Are you an idiot?!

It's really nice and peaceful up here. I guess it wouldn't be bad to come here for lunch tomorrow~

Mmm.
Eh...?
her phone behind. Nico-chan left.

Let's get our never-ending party started!

What's up, Maki-chan?
"A Certain Day"

In this manga, I wanted to draw Nicocchi exerting herself. Even though Nicocchi’s body is petite, I think it’s quite sexy in its own way.

Eh?
that I'm la-
I'm sorryyy

Have they already gone to the rooftop?
Why are you exercising by yourself?

Twenty...

Oh...

Lots of people didn't turn up, so!

First time I heard about this.

Why? We're doing solo practice today.

Poor thing, you're being left out~!
Nazami can't do 30 either, right?

Ugh, no more! There's nooo way! I can do 30 sit-ups!

I... Might go home.
Awwwh-! Help me with my solo practice, Maki-chan~!

Well, I guess I can help you.

Wh- Why should I?
Okaaay!

Mmph!

Nghhh

Nnnn!
Hey! Hold me down properly!

What the hell am I doing?

What?

Sorry, Nico-chan.

Eh? Ah, yeah.

What?
No way...

I... I'm not...!!

You perv, Maki-chan~!!

Did my body turn you on?! Well, that's not surprising~

Oh, yeez~ I guess I'll have to stop here~

Of course it didn't!

Are you an idiot?!!
Jeez, what the heck Ahhh.

I'll go get some tissues out of my bag.

Thank goodness nobody else was here.

...Nicoche?
... Get used to...?

Hmm... I could get used to doing this...

N- Nevermind!
I don’t usually put explanations in between the stories like I did this time. I did the illustrations first and left space in advance for the comments, but I had a really hard time coming up with what to write. I’m never doing this again.

The second season’s first three episodes really excited me.

Then the rapid character development in Nico’s episode amazed me.

and finally, I shed many tears in Rin-chan’s episode.

Before it starts, I think “I don’t want it to start because then it’ll end...” But as soon as I see the girls’ dancing forms I’m content. This is basically what happens when I watch the show.

I suppose I’ll continue to enjoy it like this right up until the final episode, where I will be softly crying.

Also, NicoMaki is awesome.
奥付
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TL Note.
The vocal training Nico is making them do is incredibly common in Japan, particularly for actors, voice actors, news readers, etc. Basically anyone who uses their voice to any extent has done this. You might have seen it in anime before as well.

The poem is called Amenbo no Uta ("Water Strider’s Poem") and it was written by Hakushuu Kitahara. It’s fairly nonsensical in meaning, but is notable for balancing the use of every Japanese syllable. Each line of syllables (a-i-u-e-o, ka-ki-ku-ke-ko, etc.) is accompanied by various words that emphasise those syllables.

For more information, check out this link:
http://bit.ly/1rKzf3j

In short, Nico’s taking the concept and twisting it to make Maki say embarrassing things related to the lines of syllables she’s saying.
TL - Shimapanda
I have a twitter now, lolz.
@shimapanda_

QC - Kortir
I'd nosebleed seeing Nico-chan like that too
www.NicoMaki.sever <3

stuff - raizoo
ZOMBIES HAVE RIGHTS.
Screw you, SHIMAPANDA.

RAws - lanslorf

If our spelling/grammar is weird to you, check to see if you're American.
http://raizoo.wordpress.com (#SBATCH)